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Beer Club Hop Heads 
 
Battery Steele Firn- Firn is a hoppy pale built upon a malt bill consisting of Pearl malt, a blend of 
oats and wheat and a touch of rye. The Pearl malt lends a clean finish to the beer, while the 
oats and wheat give a soft, medium body. A small amount of rye is used for a light, refreshing 
spice note to keep the beer in balance. The beer then sees a kettle and dry-hop of Citra and 
Simcoe to lend flavors of grapefruit, navel orange and a hint of pine.  
 
Rising Tide 10th Anniversary IPA- This is a hazy, juicy, New England-style IPA brewed in 
celebration of Rising Tide’s 10th anniversary. When we are talking about New England-style 
IPAs, the yeast is just as important as the hops and Rising Tide used the go-to for the style, 
English Ale yeast. The hop profile consists of the now classic Citra and a newer varietal, 
Sultana, which lends notes of pineapple and citrus.  
 
Sloop Sabro Bomb- A new entry in Sloop’s series of single-hopped beers featuring the unique 
Sabro hop. The crazy flavor profile of Sabro consists of tangerine, coconut, tropical fruit and 
hints of mint, cedar and cream. That alone is not what makes Sabro unique; it is one of the only 
wild hops native to the U.S. that has been developed and bred on a commercial scale. The 
majority of hops used in brewing have European origins.  
 
Grimm Crystal Vibration- Another wonderful, balanced, soft New England IPA from the haze 
masters at Grimm. This features the Idaho 7 hop, which offers notes of pink grapefruit, peach, 
tangerine and a hint of cannabis on the finish. Oats were added to malt bill to create a fluffy 
mouthfeel to help carry the massive hop charge in a balanced manner.  
 
Bolero Snort Neo Samoorai- One of the biggest ingredient innovations in brewing of the last few 
years has been the introduction of concentrated hop products, specifically hop oils and hop 
powders. Bolero Snort has partnered with a hop farm to showcase the latest concentrated hop 



product; Lupomax hop pellets! Before pelletizing the hops, they are processed in a manner to 
reduce as much plant matter in the final product as possible. Less plant matter means fewer 
hops are needed to achieve the same flavor profile and the lupulin content is also more 
consistent. This is a double IPA featuring lupomax versions of Citra, Mosaic and Sabro.  
 
Aslin 4odas Bro- A brand new brewery to us, Aslin is based out of Virginia and has established 
themselves as a top brewery in the country based on their pastry stouts and hazy IPAs. 4odas 
Bro is a double IPA featuring a double dry-hop of Nelson Sauvin and Mosaic. Nelson hops lend 
flavors of gooseberry and white wine, whereas Mosaic gives off notes of dark, earthy berry and 
grapefruit.  
 
Beer Club Mix Pack 
 
Some Pumpkin Whoopie Pie Stout- The fall version of Some Whoopie Pie features real 
pumpkin and fall spices added to the lactose, cocoa and vanilla contained in the original. The 
original is not so decadent that it veers into pastry stout territory, so the addition of pumpkin and 
spice continues the trend in the series of being a balanced take on an adjunct-laden stout.  
 
Progression Omen- A classic take on an imperial stout from Progression Brewing. This stout is a 
true expression of roasted malt, with notes of intense dark chocolate, fresh espresso and a hint 
of dark fruit on the finish. The body is on the dense, thick side, especially for an imperial stout 
that comes in at “only” 8.6% ABV. A fantastic beer for the cooler weather.  
 
Liquid Riot Head Stash- A beer that was originally brewed as a collaboration between Oxbow 
and Liquid Riot has now become a staple of Liquid Riot’s lineup. This IPA opens up with pink 
grapefruit flesh, zesty grapefruit pith and finishes on a refreshing, dry note of pine. This leans 
towards the West-Coast style of IPA, but retains drinkability with a dry finish and restrained 
bitterness.  
 
Vermont Beer Makers Verd- If you have been around craft beer for awhile and enjoy Vermont, 
you may have come across Trout River Brewing, one of the original Vermont breweries, 
opening its doors in 1996. The brand was sold in 2014 and the new owners moved the brewery 
from Lyndonville to Springfield. Recently, the new owners decided to rebrand and now we have, 
Vermont Beer Makers. Verd is one of the first new beers and it is an easy drinking IPA coming 
in at 5.2%. Hopped with Amarillo and Southern Cross, expect notes of citrus and melon upfront, 
with a lingering dankness on the finish.  
 
Shire Don’t Know Where I Am- We have been enjoying Shire Breu-Haus’ take on the farmhouse 
style and this continues the roll they are on with it. Don’t Know Where I Am is a take on the low 
ABV table interpretation of a Farmhouse. This beer was brewed utilizing local malt from both 
Valley Malt in Hadley, MA and Turner Hill Malting in South Egremont. The yeast is the main 
driver of the flavor profile, giving off bright notes of apple and pear. The mouthfeel is semi-dry to 
medium, especially when factoring that the table interpretation trends to the thin, bone-dry side 
of the spectrum.  



 
Shire Where Is The Main Street- Where Is The Main Street is a farmhouse style beer from Shire 
coming in at 4.5% abv and utilizing local malt from Valley Malt. The beer pours a bright golden 
color with a sturdy and full white head. Upfront the beer is a vibrant expression of the fresh, 
local malt, with yeast providing a lightly spiced, fruity finish.  


